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What’s needed next? 

The document Future Directions for UK 
Astronomical Software, which is available 
on the Starlink Web site, gives the vision 
and strategy for much of the new work, 
in particular integration with e-Science 
and ESO. If you have comments on this 
document, or suggestions for changes or 
additions to the packages, or if you have 
a great idea for data analysis or 
reduction, then let us know directly or  
via the relevant Software Strategy  
Group (SSG). 
 

If you just need some help then you can also use the 
QUICK service (see the panel on the right) 
 

New Features on the Autumn 2002 CD 
Look on the Web site or at docs/sun212.tex or docs/sun212.htx/
sun212.html on the CD, for details of all the new features on the 
new  release CD and the Software Store (URL given below). 
 

Be at the Cutting Edge 
Remember that new features are being added continuously to the 
new generation of Java-based applications and these are available 
on the Web page for each package. 
 

Open Source benefits 
Starlink software is now being released under the GPL open 
source license. This means that it should be easier for people to 
contribute to the software and this in turn should mean that users 
will benefit from new capabilities and features faster. 
 

Contact information 
World Wide Web :  http://www.starlink.ac.uk 
E-mail:                      ussc@star.rl.ac.uk 
Anonymous ftp :      ftp.starlink.ac.uk     
News service:           http://www.starlink.ac.uk/news.html 
Newsgroup:              uk.org.starlink.announce 
Software Store:        http://www.starlink.ac.uk/cgi-store/storetop 
SSG info:                  http://www.starlink.ac.uk/Software/SSG/ 
                                  software_strategy_groups.htm 
Telephone:               David Giaretta 01235 446235 

 
Did you know you could have a Starlink 
programmer work on your reduction, analysis, 
or programming problem for up to a day?  Not 
a lot of people know that!  Yet this is what the 
Quick service offers. 

Typical problems are adding astrometry to an 
image; conversion between data formats; 
providing scripts for automating tedious 
reductions for many files, often involving tools 
from more than one package; adding options to 
existing applications, and software building. 

While it cannot guarantee to solve your 
problem, the Quick team have a wealth of 
experience in a variety of techniques, software 
packages, and programming languages.  Even 
if your job would take too long for the Quick 
service, your submissions help us identify 
omissions in the Starlink collection and 
formulate longer-term projects. 

Problems should be addressed to quick@star.
rl.ac.uk.  See the Quick home page http://
www.starlink.ac.uk/Software/quick_service.
htm for more details and a selection of 
previous solutions. 

Note that Quick is not intended for bug reports, 
which should be still be sent to bugs@star.rl.
ac.uk. 

What’s special about 
GAIA?  
GAIA is much more than a display 
tool. It is the gateway to many 
Starlink applications. Toolboxes 
provide access to: 
• aperture and optimal photometry 
• surface photometry 
• source detection 
• contouring 
• analysis of arbitrary regions 
• astrometry calibration, 

modification, readout, system 
selection and overlay gridding 

• on-line catalogue and data access 
Three new toolboxes allow users to:  
• display and manipulate 

polarisation maps—as shown in 
the figure  

• very flexibly record and identify 
positions  

• display the mean profiles in a 
rectangular region 

In addition the display and plot 
capabilities are second to none. 

In progress—Son of GAIA, planned to have the features of GAIA and more, in order to 
better support e-Science and new ways of working. Watch the Web site for more details. 

SPLAT—the new  
SPectraL Analysis Tool 
• SPLAT is a new graphical tool for 

displaying, comparing and 
analysing astronomical spectra 
stored in FITS, NDF and TEXT 
files. 

• It complements, and is destined to 
replace, DIPSO, with a great many 
more features. It is bringing 
together the best of the old and the 
new. 

• You can fit backgrounds with 
polynomials and produce 
Gaussian, Lorentzian and Voigt 
profiles for emission and 
absorption lines. 

• You can keep track of large 
numbers of spectra—and even 
animate them to see time 
variations. 

• New features are being added—
please check the Web site for 
details. 

Contact 

Cover picture: The `Pillars of Creation' 
star-formation region.  The data originate from 
the ISAAC camera on the Very Large Telescope 
at Paranal Observatory; they were taken under 
programme ID <67.c-0595> and obtained from 
the ESO Archive.  The false-colour image is 
part of an automatically generated mosaic of 16 
J-band 10-second integrations. The reduction 
used off-the-shelf ORAC-DR pipeline recipes, 
along with recently developed ORAC-DR 
infrastructure supporting ISAAC. 

new website
!  

See back cover for details 



What’s Special about Starlink Software? 

Would you like software that 
automatically kept track of error 
estimates so that you could plot 
error bars—with no extra work? 

Would you like to be able to flag parts of 
your data, for example where there are 
detector problems, and omit those parts 
so they don’t distort your results? 

Would you like to 
use what is 
probably the best 
Astrometry 
package in the 
world, based on 
the SLA library 
which is trusted 
the world over? 

Have you got too much data to reduce by hand? 
Would you like a smart pipeline system that takes 
care of the details and produces error estimates? 

What’s in the Starlink Software Collection for you? 

Reducing your data manually?  
Either controlled from within GAIA or 
individually, you may need packages 
such as: 
• CCDPACK—for registering and combining 

CCD data into mosaics, including support for 
cameras with multiple CCDs, in addition to 
standard reduction 

• KAPPA—for a wide range of additional 
display and image manipulation capabilities 

• FIGARO—for comprehensive facilities for 
reducing spectroscopic data 

• PHOTOM—for performing aperture and  
optimal photometry on images 

• EXTRACTOR—for source detection using a 
Starlink-friendly release of SExtractor 

• POLPACK—for mapping the linear or 
circular polarisation of extended astronomical 
objects from dual or single-beam polarimeters 

• DATACUBE—provides scripts and recipes 
for manipulating and analysing data from 
Integral Field Units (IFUs) such as UIST and 
GMOS 

• ECHOMOP—for echelle spectra 
• SPECX and SURF—for reducing mm and 

sub-mm data 
• CONVERT—for converting between 

formats—although this is normally done 
automatically by the applications. 

Would you like Automatic image 
conversion to handle FITS, NDF, 
GIF, TIFF, IRAF, IDL ….? 

For Analysis and Visualisation you may 
need … 
• DIPSO—for things like plotting spectra and 

measuring equivalent widths as well as profile 
fitting, Fourier analysis and nebular continuum 
modelling  

• SPLAT—for additional capabilities for 
handling spectra 

• GAIA—for a powerful image analysis 
environment 

• TREEVIEW—for inspecting a wide variety of 
data. The newest version can start applications 
such as SPLAT for further analysis 

• ESP—for extended surface photometry of 
galaxies with a wide range of functions 

• CURSA—for manipulating astronomical 
catalogues and tables. It includes a powerful 
and flexible catalogue viewer for displaying 
and selecting subsets from catalogues. 

TREEVIEW is one of a new breed of applications, 
written in Java. It is intended to grow into a gateway 
application, allowing users to explore complex, 
distributed, data,  and to be capable of  starting up a 
variety of applications. 

This screenshot shows some FITS, NDF, XML and zip 
files in different directories, and some of these have been 
opened up to display their internal structure.  More detail 
is shown for the node which is selected, in this case its 

To find out more... 
If you want specific information on, say, echelle spectroscopy, then use 
the Google box on the web site or type findme echelle on a machine 
with Starlink software.  
 

Cookbooks 
For an overview of a topic area there are currently over 20 guides and 
cookbooks—please visit http://www.starlink.ac.uk/Documentation/
documentation.htm for details. Recent Cookbooks include: GAIA, IFU 
Data Products, Theory and Modelling Resources, and Graphics. 

The Cookbooks are not limited to Starlink software. They bring together 
information from a number of different software systems as part of 
Starlink’s aim of bringing the world’s leading software to UK 
researchers. 

For a full list of packages please look at the updated  
Starlink website http://www.starlink.ac.uk  

Interpreting the reality of 
features in infra-red 
spectroscopy requires 
knowledge of the errors, as 
evidenced by this flux-
calibrated spectrum from the 
CGS4 spectrometer at 
UKIRT.  After assigning 
initial uncertainties based 
upon the readout noise and 
Poisson statistics, the 
reduction software updates 
the errors at each stage of the 
processing.   
This plot also shows some of 
the extensive style control 
available within SPLAT (the 
SPectraL Analysis Tool) 

Too much data to reduce manually?  

ORAC-DR may be able to help you. It is a powerful pipeline 
system developed by the Joint Astronomy Centre in Hawaii, 
which uses Starlink applications to process data, driven by 
recipes specific to each instrument. 

It currently supports data reduction for the United Kingdom 
Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) instruments UFTI, IRCAM, 
Michelle, and CGS4; and for the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope 
(JCMT) instrument SCUBA; and IRIS2 at the AAT. 

Recipes for ESO instruments are being produced, as shown on 
the cover, and these along with support for the UIST instrument 
at UKIRT, will appear on the Web site. The development system 
also supports some GEMINI instruments, including of course 
Michelle. Watch the Starlink Web site for new recipes. 

pixels and the associated World Co-ordinate System 
(WCS) co-ordinate grid.  
New features are being added all the time—to get the 
latest version please look at http://www.starlink.ac.
uk/treeview. For example support for the new 
VOTable format has recently been put in, as well as 
the capability of running on MS Windows—these new 
capabilities did not make it on to the CD but they can 
be downloaded from the Web. 

The above montage shows ORAC-DR used for 
reducing CGS4 spectroscopic data. 

Gaps indicate where data 
quality is unacceptable 


